Increase your sales and expand your product line by adding SEMCO rotators to your signs and displays. Our rotators will make your stationary displays more eye catching especially when other signs and displays are nearby. Whether your project is large or small we can make a rotator to meet your project requirements.

SEMCO Rotators have been in manufactured longer than any other rotator on the market. We build them better and stronger than anyone else. Our rotator frames are made of welded steel allowing you to weld or frill them if necessary. The SEMCO collector/brush assembly is the finest in the industry often lasting over 20 years.

Our standard rotators work on displays under 100 lbs to over 12,000 lbs. For unusual displays requiring timed sequencing, unusual rotating requirements or for displays over 12,000 lbs we can custom make a rotator to meet your project requirements.

Our rotators require very little maintenance and are easy to service. The cost savings in maintenance alone can exceed the cost of a rotator and should be a consideration when you are pricing a rotator. Our belt drive system provides a simple safety clutch that won’t strip gears or damage mechanical equipment. The belt is always in contact with the drive system. When maintenance is required, belts, motors, and gear reducers can be adjusted or replace without having to disassemble the whole rotator.

Visit our web site for more information on our product line or call if you have questions or need further information. We would be happy to work with you on any upcoming projects.